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It is demonstrated that the accelerating and focusing phases of the nonlinear three-dimensional
axisymmetric laser wake can almost entirely overlap starting from a certain distance behind the laser
pulse in homogeneous plasma. Such field structure results from the curvature of phase fronts due to
the radially inhomogeneous relativistic shift of plasma frequency. Consequently, the number of
trapped low-energy electrons can be much greater than that predicted by the linear wake theory. This
effect is favorable for quasimonoenergetic acceleration of a considerable charge �several hundreds
of pC� to about 1 GeV per electron in the plasma wakefield driven by an ultrashort ��30 fs� weakly
focused �r0�100 �m� petawatt laser pulse. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2363172�

I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in laser engineering have recently enabled
petawatt �PW� facilities delivering pulses shorter than
100 fs.1,2 A laser of this class can be a key element of a
compact electron accelerator �laser wakefield accelerator
�LWFA�, Ref. 3�. High-charge low-emittance ultrashort �tens
of fs� electron bunches accelerated by the laser-driven
plasma wakes can be used for radiotherapy in medicine, ul-
trafast radiolysis in chemistry,4,5 fine structure imaging in
biology and material science, and accelerator physics.6 In the
LWFA, one advantage of using an ultrashort �tens of fs� PW
laser beam is operating under conditions of loose focusing
�focal spot about hundred microns� yet in the mildly relativ-
istic regime �intensity above 1018 W/cm2�. The excited
weakly nonlinear three-dimensional �3D� electron plasma
wave �EPW� does not break transversely7 over many periods
yet has the accelerating gradients of tens of GeV per meter.
The diffraction limited laser-plasma interaction length of
order 10 cm promises reaching GeV electron energy with
unguided laser beam.8 Avoiding strong relativistic
self-focusing9 in tenuous plasmas due to the short pulse
duration8,10 ensures stable operating conditions with consid-
erable flexibility in parameters and good control over the
properties of accelerated bunch�es�.6 All these features are
favorable for the standard LWFA scheme3 with external elec-
tron injection from state-of-art rf guns.11–14 These injectors
supply hundred-pC monoenergetic beams of few-MeV elec-

trons; the beams have picosecond duration and can be fo-
cused down to 100 �m spots.14 Thus, feasibility of the stan-
dard LWFA critically depends on the capability of the plasma
wave to trap/accelerate a significant charge from an exter-
nally injected unbunched slow electron beam.15

For applications, low transverse emittance and few-
percent final energy spread can be achieved by reducing the
initial electron energy to the level of a few MeV.8,15,16 In this
case, however, linearized models of laser wakes in homoge-
neous plasmas predict an abrupt decline in the number of
trapped electrons.17 We show in this paper that such conflict
is naturally resolved in the regimes of interest �similar to
those considered in Refs. 6, 8, and 17�. The relativistic non-
linearity of the 3D axisymmetric plasma wake does enable
high �tens of percents� collection efficiency of a few-MeV
electrons from long �above the period of plasma wave� and
wide �of the order of laser spot size� electron beams.

In the nonlinear wake, accelerating and focusing phases
overlap much stronger than in a linear wake in homogeneous
plasmas. This is reminiscent of the plasma channel wakefield
accelerators.18 In the uniform background plasmas consid-
ered here, this phenomenon is entirely due to the radially
varying relativistic frequency shift7,8,19,20 responsible for the
curvature of the constant phase surfaces �wave fronts�. The
curvature builds up progressively with the distance behind
the driver;7,19 consequently, the regions of radial focusing
shift toward the accelerating regions, and the overlap be-
tween the focusing and accelerating phases �the accelerating-
focusing phase, AFP� within each period exceeds the quarter-
period given by the linear theory.21 We show that even in thea�Electronic mail: kalmykov@physics.utexas.edu
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mildly relativistic regime the AFP extension can be signifi-
cant already in the second wave bucket; as the distance be-
hind the driving pulse grows, the AFP tends to the plasma
half-period �the full accelerating phase becomes focusing�.
Hence, the collection efficiency of slow electrons from the
initially long and wide injected beam appears to be greater
more than twice against the linear estimates. The large radial
and angular spread of injected electrons can now be toler-
ated, which considerably relaxes the requirements on the in-
jector. Notably, the AFP extension in the linear wakes due to
the radial profiling of the density in plasma channels18 also
results in the enhanced trapping of electrons from outer
sources.15,22

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II we investigate analytically and numerically the struc-
ture of accelerating and focusing forces in the mildly relativ-
istic wake, and explain the origin of the AFP extension. In
Sec. III, we prove that the wave nonlinearity boosts the effi-
ciency of slow electron collection and support the simulation
by the analytical estimates. In Sec. IV, we show the way to
avoid the ponderomotive scattering of injected electron beam
in vacuum in a realistic experimental setup. The conclusion
summarizes the results and outlines directions of future
work.

II. STRUCTURE OF ACCELERATING AND FOCUSING
FORCES IN A 3D WEAKLY NONLINEAR PLASMA
WAKE

In a 3D plasma wake excited by a localized axisymmet-
ric source moving with a relativistic velocity and having the
peak amplitude on axis �e.g., an ultrashort laser pulse3 or
electron beam23� all the physical quantities depend on the
distance from the axis. Far from the axis the wake amplitude
is small, and the density/potential perturbation is a linear
sinusoidal harmonic with a period �p=2� /�p �where �p

=�4�e2n0 /me is the electron plasma frequency, −�e� and me

are the electron charge and rest mass�. The wave amplitude
grows toward the axis, and so does the relativistically cor-
rected electron mass. Closer to the axis, the electron oscilla-
tions become anharmonic,19,24 and their period increases
leading to a finite curvature of the wave fronts. The radius of
curvature drops as the distance behind the source of pertur-
bation grows;7,19 this effect admits direct experimental visu-
alization via frequency-domain holography method.25

We shall find forces acting on an electron injected into
the relativistic wakefield assuming that the driver is an ul-
trashort Gaussian laser pulse moving toward positive z �the
wake driven by an electron beam can be considered in a
similar fashion20�. We introduce the following dimensionless
variables: radius r=kp

�x2+y2, retarded time �=�p�t−z /vg�,
and distance along the axis z�z /ZR. Here kp=�p /c is the
plasma wave number, ZR= �� /�0�R0

2 is the Rayleigh length
of a laser beam with a wavelength �0 and focal spot radius
R0, and vg=c2k0 /�0	c is the group velocity of a laser with
a frequency �0 and wave number k0=2� /�0. At the instant
t=0 the pulse center crosses the focal plane z=0. The nor-
malized laser intensity in plasma is

�a�r,z,���2 = A0
2�z�e−2�2/�L

2−2r2/R0
2�z�, �1�

where A0=a0 /�1+z2 is a normalized peak vector potential
at a given z �a0=0.85�10−9�I�W/cm2��0��m�, where I is
the peak intensity in the focal spot�, and R0�z�=r0

�1+z2 is
the local beam radius �r0=kpR0 is the normalized focal spot
size�. The pulse is assumed short ��L�1�, wide �r0	2��,
and mildly relativistic �a0
1�, hence it is immune to the
relativistic self-focusing and propagates through a rarefied
plasma in a vacuum-like fashion.8,10 Perturbation of the elec-
trostatic potential in the wake is proportional to the normal-
ized laser intensity �1� and �normalized to mec

2 / �e�� can be
approximated as8

��r,z,� 	 �L� 	 ��r,z�sin�p�r,z��� . �2�

Here, ��r ,z�=�0�z�e−2r2/R0
2�z�, �0�z�=g��L��A0

2�z� /2�2, and

g=�L
�� /2e−�L

2/8. The relativistic frequency shift24,26

��p�r ,z��1−p=3�2 /16 makes the wake phase trans-
versely nonuniform. The pulse �1� is symmetric with respect
to the center ��=0�, so the wake behind it ��	�L� does not
acquire any additional radially inhomogeneous phase
correction.18 Equation �2� correctly describes features of al-
most electrostatic wide �r0	2�� weakly nonlinear ���1�
wake. Relativistic nonlinearity is dominating in this case,
and the effect of self-consistently generated quasistatic mag-
netic fields27 on injected electrons is negligible. The approxi-
mation used is cubic in �, but the potential anharmonicity is
neglected. Only plasma frequency dependence on the ampli-
tude is preserved. This approximation was explored by
Noble24 in the 1D limit, and we find it quite precise in the 3D
axisymmetric case. From Eq. �2� we find normalized longi-
tudinal �Fz�−�� /��� and radial �Fr��� /�r� forces28 acting
on a relativistic test electron,

Fz = − p� cos�p�� , �3a�

Fr = ���/cos ��cos��/2 + � − p�� , �3b�

where ��=−r�2/R0�z��2��r ,z�, and the nonlinear phase
shift of the radial force is

� = arctan�2��p�� 	 0. �4�

Inequalities Fz	0 and Fr�0 define the AFP and thus deter-
mine the volume of space useful for electron trapping and
acceleration. In the linear wake ���0�, phase shift between
Fr and Fz is � /2; hence, just a quarter of each period be-
longs to the AFP.21 Relativistic phase �4� increases the over-
lap between accelerating and focusing phases; these almost
merge at �	 ���p�−1. Then �	� /2, and the AFP extends to
nearly a half wake period.

The weakly nonlinear Eqs. �3� and �4� are validated by
3D �in cylindrical geometry� particle-in-cell simulations via
fully relativistic time-averaged code WAKE.29 Slowly vary-
ing amplitude of a linearly polarized laser is computed in the
extended paraxial approximation in the simulation box mov-
ing with a vacuum speed of light. The plasma response is
quasistatic. The background plasma is fully ionized, homo-
geneous, and quiescent ahead of the pulse. The electron den-
sity is n0=1.68�1017 cm−3. In this section we numerically
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find the structure of the plasma wakefield excited by the
Gaussian pulse �1� in the laser focal plane z=0 where
the wake nonlinearity is the strongest. In the vicinity of z
=0, the wake phase velocity vph�c�ph is equal to the laser
group velocity; hence the corresponding Lorentz factor is
�ph= �1−�ph

2 �−1/2=�0 /�pe. The simulated wake is compared
with the analytic approximation �2�. We choose the normal-
ized laser spot size and duration r0=7.84 and �L	0.586
�in physical units, 100 �m and 25.5 fs, respectively�. The
laser wavelength is �0=0.8 �m �hence, �ph=102�, and
I=6.4�1018 W/cm2 �a0=1.72�.

Figure 1 shows the potential structure at z=0. The wave
fronts become visibly bent at �	20. From Eq. �2�, the con-
stant phase surfaces are given explicitly by the expression

�1−3�0
2�z�e−2r2/R0

2�z���=�, where � is a positive constant.
Given z and �, the normalized reciprocal radius of the wave
front curvature on the axis is

�−1�r = 0,z,�� = �3�/2���0�z�/R0�z��2. �5�

In the focal plane �z=0� and at a distance �	�=30 behind
the pulse Eq. �5� gives �	4.35 which agrees with the simu-
lation. Extension of the AFP beyond the plasma quarter-
period is observed very early: Eq. �4� predicts �	� /4
already at the rear end of the second bucket, �	10. For
�	30 and r�r0, theory gives �	2� /5 which is also close
to the numerical results. Longitudinal lineouts of the simu-
lated forces �Fig. 2� demonstrate the AFP extension from
roughly 3� /4 at �	5 to nearly � at �	35. Simulated ac-
celerating and focusing forces within the AFP are mapped
out in Fig. 3; the forces are shown with a time delay �5�p

behind the driver. The approximate Eqs. �3� and �4� predict
the AFP boundaries remarkably well, especially near �r�2�
and far from the axis �r	r0�. When r	r0, the wave is al-
most linear, and only a quarter-period belongs to the AFP;
near axis �r�2�, the AFP covers almost a half-period.

Nonlinearity of the focusing force �3b� shifts the peaks
of Fr toward the axis and makes the radial force amplitude
growing with the distance behind the pulse. Both effects are
observed in simulation. The nonlinearity dominates in Eq.
�3b� at ��p�	1, and the amplitude of radial force oscilla-
tions Fr	�3/8����2� grows with � linearly at a fixed dis-
tance from the axis. The maximum of Fr at a given � is
achieved at rmax

nl =r0 / �2�3� �found from ��=−2����2 /��.

This is different from the linear case in which the radial force
maxima lay on the cylinder rmax

lin =r0 /2 �from ��=0�. Peaks
of the simulated focusing force in Fig. 3�b� lie between
rmax

nl 	2.2 and rmax
lin 	3.9.

To summarize, in the nonlinear 3D plasma wave the ac-
celerating and focusing phases overlap almost entirely as the
distance from the driver grows; in the mildly relativistic re-
gime this takes just a few periods of plasma oscillations.
Consequently, almost half of the plasma volume behind the
driver becomes useful for the electron acceleration.

III. TRAPPING AND ACCELERATION OF EXTERNALLY
INJECTED ELECTRON BEAM IN THE NONLINEAR
WAVE

Throughout this section we assume that the laser pulse
center crosses the focal plane at the instant t=0, and the test
electron beam with a given length, angular spread, transverse
size, and particle energy �e0mec

2 starts moving at some dis-
tance behind it �here, �e0= �1−�e0

2 �−1/2 is the Lorentz factor,
and �e0=ve0 /c is the normalized velocity of an electron�. In
the plane of injection �laser focal plane� the test particles are
uniformly distributed over a given wake period. Thus, they
sample all the possible phases �accelerating, decelerating, fo-
cusing, and defocusing� of the structure. We shall formulate
the criterion for electron trapping and acceleration in the 3D
axisymmetric nonlinear wake. We shall also find theoreti-

FIG. 1. Simulated normalized wake potential ��r ,z=0,�� behind the Gauss-
ian pulse �1�; contour near �=0—half-maximum of the laser intensity. Wave
fronts are curved due to the radially nonuniform relativistic frequency shift.
Radius of the arc crossing the axis at �=30 equals the radius of the wave
front curvature ���=30�	4.35 from Eq. �5�.

FIG. 2. Lineouts of simulated longitudinal �Fz���, black� and radial �Fr���,
gray� forces acting on a test electron at r=2 in the vicinity of the laser focal
plane z=0. The AFP intervals �where Fz	0 and Fr�0� are marked with
light-gray rectangles. Gradually growing phase shift of the focusing phase
toward the accelerating one extends the AFP to almost plasma half-period at
�
35.

FIG. 3. Radial structure of �a� accelerating �Fz	0� and �b� focusing
�Fr�0� forces inside the AFP in the laser focal plane z=0. The AFP borders
�shown with black and white curves� are found analytically from Eqs. �3�
and �4� and well coincide with the simulation result �gray scale�.
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cally the ratio of the accelerated charge to the charge injected
�the collection efficiency �CE�� and use it for the explanation
of numerical experiments.

A. Electron trapping in a 1D plasma wave

For consistency, we overview here the trapping process
in the 1D geometry.16,17,30–36 Through the remainder of the
paper, the trapping is considered in the wake potential which
varies between the limits �min and �max and is a given peri-
odic function of �. The trapped electron is confined in the
potential bucket where it was injected, while the free one
performs infinite motion �never stops� in the wave frame. In
the wave frame, a slow electron ��e0��ph� slips from the
injection point �=�0 toward the accelerating phase. In the
accelerating phase it can synchronize with the wave �i.e.,
�e��r�=�ph� in the turning point �=�r. Existence of the turn-
ing point for a given �0 and �e0 is the criterion of trapping in
1D. Conservation of the test electron Hamiltonian31

H=�e�1−�e�ph�−� links the turning point �r with the point
of injection �0 through ���0�−���r�=�e0�1−�e0�ph�−�ph

−1,
which in the limit �e0�ph��1 simplifies17 as

���0� − ���r� = A � ��ph − �e0�2/�2�ph
2 �e0� . �6�

�The assumption �e0�1 remains reasonable even for
�e0=2; then, at �ph�100, A is defined with a precision better
than 10%.� Now we find the interval of initial positions �0tr

�the trapping phase� from which an electron with a given �e0

may start and further remain confined in the potential bucket
centered at its maximum �=�m. Electrons stay within a
bucket if ���r−�m���min. This inequality together with Eq.
�6� define the trapping phase:

���0tr − �m� ��min + A . �7�

If A	�max−�min=��, Eq. �7� gives an empty phase inter-
val. In such an instance the initial electron energy is below
the trapping threshold. If the injection energy is low,
�e0��ph, the 1D trapping threshold is �e0

1D	1/ �2���. The
length of the trapping phase interval from Eq. �7� depends
not only on the amplitude, but also on the shape of potential.
The general nonlinear 1D case is discussed in Appendix A.
For the weakly nonlinear wave we employ the potential �2�
with neglected radial dependence. Then, within a period cen-
tered at �m=p0

−1�2�m+� /2�, m=0,1 ,2 , . . . �where p0=1
−3�0

2 /16, and ���m�=�0�, the trapping phase from Eq. �7�
is

��0tr − �m� �p0
−1 arccos�− 1 + �0

−1A� . �8�

In the 3D geometry, Eq. �8� gives just a necessary con-
dition of trapping because it ignores the radial forces acting
on a test electron near the turning point. The next subsection
shows that such a neglect cannot be justified in the regimes
of our interest. Correction of the trapping phase due to the
effect of radial forces is calculated in Sec. III C.

B. Transverse electron motion in the vicinity
of turning point

Radial motion of electrons in a 3D wake potential was
examined in Refs. 34, 35, and 37–40. In particular, the syn-
chrotron radiation from plasma wakes41 is associated with
betatron oscillations of the trapped and accelerated electrons.

In the vicinity of the turning point longitudinal dynamics
of the electron becomes slow in the wave frame. At this
moment, the sign of Fr��	�r� determines whether the par-
ticle is confined in the potential bucket �trapped in 3D� or
radially expelled. We assume further that the electron energy
is constant along the trajectory �or varying adiabatically�,
and the radial velocity is much smaller than the speed of
light. Hence, a roughly constant longitudinal velocity vez

determines the electron mass in the transverse motion.
The latter is governed by the approximate differential
equation �in physical units� me�
d2r /dt2= �e��� /�r, where
�
 = �1− �vez /c�2�−1/2�1 �see, for instance, Ref. 38�. In the
normalized variables of Sec. II this equation reads

d2r/dt2 = Fr/�
 , �9�

where Fr can be found, e.g., from Eq. �3b�. Equation �9�
describes the electron radial motion near the turning point
and, under assumption of nearly constant �
 and neglected
phase slippage, agrees with those derived in Refs. 34 and 35.
We assume that the electron reaches the turning point with
the radial offset �r and velocity dr /dt=�vr. The initial value
problem for Eq. �9� can be solved numerically. In its generic
form it describes large-amplitude betatron oscillations of
trapped electrons. For our current purposes we consider the
electron motion near axis �r�r0 / �2�3�� where Fr�r and
neglect the wake amplitude variation along z �then R0�z�
	r0 and A0�z�	a0 in Eq. �3b��. Linearized Eq. �9� reads

d2r/dt2 + B2��r�r = 0, �10�

where B2��r�=B0
2 cos ���r�, B0= �2/r0���0 / ��
 cos ��, and

���r�=� /2+���r�−p�r. If �r�r0 and initial radial veloc-
ity is zero, the normalized radial offset varies in time as
r=�r cos�Bt�. Whether the electron stays near axis or is ra-
dially expelled depends on the sign of B2��r� �hence, on the
sign of cos ���r��.

If �r belongs to the focusing phase �cos �	0�, the elec-
tron oscillates around the axis with the period �in physical
units� ��=��0

�cos � / cos � where ��0=��R0 /c���
 /�0.
The scaling of ��0 with �
 and �0 coincides with that from
Refs. 39 and 40. Simulation parameters of Sec. II
�R0=100 �m, �
 	�ph=102, �0=0.56� give ��0	14 ps �for
comparison, Rayleigh time �R=ZR /c	130 ps�; the corre-
sponding frequency is ��0=2� /��0=0.45 THz.

From the defocusing region �cos ��0� the electron is
radially expelled: its distance from axis increases exponen-
tially with the characteristic growth rate ��0 �here we imply
�cos �� / cos ��1�. If the turning point lies so close to axis
that the radial expulsion remains negligible during the accel-
eration stage, the electron can gain some energy. The elec-
tron stays in the wake �r�r0� during a Rayleigh time �R

�characteristic time of acceleration� only if the initial offset is
as small as �r�2r0 exp�−��0�R�. For the parameters of Sec.
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II, ��0�R	58.3, and �r /r0�10−25. Hence, in the regime of
our interest, all the electrons with turning points in the defo-
cusing region are side-scattered almost instantaneously and
have no chance to gain a significant energy. Knowing that
the defocusing region is unavailable for acceleration, we pro-
ceed with calculating the CE of the 3D axisymmetric wake-
field �2�.

C. Collection efficiency of mildly nonlinear 3D
axisymmetric wakefield

We shall find the trapping phase for slow electrons
��e0��ph� in the 3D plasma wave using the following physi-
cal considerations. We assume that an electron is not radially
deflected on passing from the injection ��0� to the turning
��r� point. To neglect the radial perturbation of the trajectory
between these points we require that the electron starts mov-
ing parallel to the axis in the region where the transverse
force is well below maximum �r�r0 / �2�3��. Slippage be-
tween a slow electron and the wake takes time �trapping
time� �p�tr	��0−�r� / �1−ve0 /vph�, which implies that the
electron moves almost ballistically before the turning point
�see also the discussion in Ref. 22�. Taking �e0=2 and know-
ing that the injection and turning points are separated by less
than one plasma period we find that trapping takes roughly
1% of the Rayleigh time under the parameters of Sec. II.
During the acceleration stage we allow for the electron trans-
verse motion and assume that all the particles with turning
points in the defocusing region are lost. Then, we apply the
trapping condition �6� from the 1D theory additionally as-
suming that only those electrons are trapped whose turning
phase is both accelerating and focusing. This approach was
used in Ref. 17 where trapping in the 3D linear wave was
considered.

We shall consider the wake potential in the vicinity of
the focal plane z=0 where the nonlinearity is the highest. As
in Sec. III A, we select a bucket centered at an on-axis maxi-
mum, �=�m, where ��r=0,�m�=�0. Initially, the electrons
are homogeneously distributed over the wake period,
��0−�m��� /p0; they sample all the phases of structure:
accelerating and decelerating, focusing and defocusing. In
this case, the standard definition of CE for the monochro-
matic injection equates the fraction of trapped and acceler-
ated particles to the ratio of the trapping phase interval to the
plasma wave period15

� � �tr/�2�� . �11�

Now we shall find the trapping phase interval as a function
of initial electron energy.

In the wave frame, an electron with �e0��ph slips from
the point of injection, slows down, and can eventually stop in
the acceleration phase. The turning point �if it exists�, should
belong to the focusing phase. Then, Eq. �6� links the injec-
tion and turning points through

cos�p0��0 − �m�� − cos�p0��r − �m�� = �0
−1A . �12�

In the linear case �p�1�, the turning phase is focusing
if �r−�m�� /2. The trapping phase interval is then given by
��0tr−�m��arccos��0

−1A� �Ref. 17�, and its length is

�tr
lin = 2 arccos��0

−1A� . �13�

Substitution of �e0=2, �ph=102, and �0=0.56 gives
�tr

lin	2.255��. From Eq. �11�, �lin	36% of electrons are
trapped.

Relativistic nonlinearity increases the overlap between
accelerating and focusing phases: it shifts the boundary of
focusing phase toward the potential minimum �the phase
shift is given by Eq. �4��. Electron remains in the focusing
phase �hence, trapped in 3D� if the turning point satisfies the
condition �r−�m�� /2+���r� �instead of � /2 in the linear
case�. Then, the inequality cos�p0��0tr−�m����0

−1A
−sin ���r� following from Eq. �12� gives the trapping phase
interval

�tr
nl = �2/p0�arccos��0

−1A − sin ���r�� . �14�

An increase of �tr
nl against the linear case is almost twofold:

for ���r	30�=2� /5, �tr
nl	4.51. The resulting increase in

the CE, �nl	72% �against �lin	36%� is confirmed by the
subsequent simulations.

The simulation parameters of laser and plasma are speci-
fied in Sec. II. We trace the evolution of physical quantities
from the laser focal plane z=0 to the extraction plane
zext=2 �propagation length 	8 cm�. The boundary condition
for radiation at z=0 is given by Eq. �1�. The laser power
�1 PW� exceeds Pcr by a factor of 6. Variation of the peak
intensity along the laser path in plasma �not shown here� is
very similar to that in Fig. 6 at z	0. The laser does not
self-focus and remains almost Gaussian �1� over the entire
propagation length. We inject electrons in the laser focal spot
where the wake nonlinearity is maximal �the potential struc-
ture in the plane of injection is shown in Fig. 1�. Details of
the electron acceleration procedure in the code WAKE are
explained in Ref. 28 �see also Ref. 37�. The electron radial
distribution in the plane z=0 is Gaussian with the root-mean-
square �rms� radius �e �in units kp

−1� and rms angular spread
�e. The beam can propagate either coaxially or at an angle �1

with the laser pulse.37 The beam axis lies in the plane of laser
polarization. In this section, �e=�1=0. To verify the theoret-
ical estimates of the CE we take a narrow electron beam with
the initial radius �e=r0 / �2�3�	2.2 �in physical units,
30 �m�. Monoenergetic electrons with the Lorentz factor
�e0=2 are uniformly distributed in time over the wake period
centered at �m	28 �nearly one half of this period belongs to
the AFP�. To evaluate the contribution from the plasma wave
nonlinearity we made a complementary simulation with the
same electron beam accelerated in the linearized wakefield
�Eq. �2� with ��p�0� driven by the prescribed Gaussian
pulse �1� with the peak amplitude a0=1.72.

Figure 4�a� shows the final energy versus injection phase
for the electrons accelerated in the fully nonlinear �black�
and linearized Gaussian wake �red�. Populations of acceler-
ated electrons lie almost entirely within the limits �shown by
arrows� theoretically predicted from Eqs. �13� and �14�. Fig-
ure 4�b� shows the electron energy spectra. The number of
electrons accelerated in the nonlinear wave to �	900 is
�nl	67%. The CE of the linear wake is almost twice lower,
�lin	32%. So, theoretically predicted ratio of the collection
efficiencies �	0.5� is well confirmed. A sharp peak in the
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spectrum of electrons accelerated in the nonlinear wake
�4.75% spread at half-maximum around �max=2100 �energy,
�1.07 GeV�� contains roughly 35% of injected electrons.
The low-energy tail extended from �=900 to 1800 contains
about 10% of injected electrons. It forms in the course of
wakefield evolution along the acceleration length. As the la-
ser diverges in the plasma, the wake amplitude drops, and the
AFP shrinks. Hence, some of the initially trapped electrons
are transversely expelled from the bucket and their accelera-
tion ceases. This effect becomes noticeable only within the
second half of acceleration length, z�1.25.

Quasi-1D analytical estimates of the CE appear quite
precise in the case of narrow electron beams ��e�r0�. Yet,
we have no analytic theory for electron trapping from the
wide beams ��e�r0� injected into 3D potential wells of
complicated configuration. In this case we extract the CE
from the simulation data. We made several runs with all the
parameters the same as of Fig. 4, except for the beam initial
radius which we varied from 0.5 to 12 �roughly 160 �m�. In
the nonlinear simulation, the electrons were injected in the
second ��m	8.35� and fifth ��m	28� periods. The CE from
the numerical experiment is plotted as a function of �e in
Fig. 5. The number of electrons trapped in the nonlinear
wake decreases very steadily from roughly 70% to 20%. On
the contrary, the CE of the linear wake drops abruptly from
initial 35% to roughly 3.5%. Physically, the nonlinear in-
crease of the focusing force preserves reasonably high
trapped charge �tens of percents� even when the beam at the
injection plane is wider than the laser waist. Technically dif-

ficult focusing of an injected high-charge slow electron beam
into a sub-100 �m spot17 is thus not necessary. �An observa-
tion of effective trapping of weakly relativistic electrons
���1� on the periphery of nonlinear wake �r
r0� was made
earlier in Ref. 34 �without emphasis on enhanced collection
efficiency�.�

In conclusion, the optimal for trapping and acceleration
experimental strategy involves laser focusing on the edge of
the plasma and the electron beam injection in the laser focal
spot �where the wake is maximally nonlinear�. This approach
helps achieve quasimonoenergetic acceleration of maximal
charge to �1 GeV per electron with an external injection
from conventional sources. Nonlinear corrections to the ra-
dial focusing force extend the volume of space available for
particle trapping and acceleration. Therefore, the CE in the
described regime exceeds more than twice that expected
from linear theory. Collection of injected slow electrons can
be highly efficient �tens of percents� even in the case of
weakly focused �wider than laser waist� electron beam. Thus
the requirement on tight beam focusing in the laboratory
experiment17 is relaxed.

IV. ELECTRON BEAM INJECTION: FROM VACUUM
INTO THE PLASMA

We assumed so far that the unperturbed beam of low-
energy test electrons starts moving in the wake of the laser
pulse. Practical implementation, however, requires more
careful consideration of the injection process. In practice,
interaction between the laser pulse and slow electron beam
begins not in the plasma �through the wake� but yet in
vacuum.42 The pulse outruns slow electrons before the
plasma entrance, and its relativistic ponderomotive force per-
turbs their trajectories. In particular, the ponderomotive force
of a relativistically strong pulse �a0	1� scatters a few-MeV
electrons in the direction of the intensity gradient. The pon-
deromotive scattering �PS� is independent of the direction of
laser polarization.42 The PS can preclude injection of the

FIG. 4. �Color online� Energy of test electrons crossing the extraction plane
zext=2. N0=104 electrons with �e0=2 were injected in the fifth period
��m=28� of the linear �red� and nonlinear �black� wake in the laser focal
spot. �a� Energy vs injection phase. The analytically calculated boundaries
of the trapping phase are shown. �b� The number of accelerated electrons per
bin of the energy spectrometer �the bin size ��=20�.

FIG. 5. Collection efficiency of the second �dashed line� and fifth �solid
line� periods of the nonlinear wake as a function of the beam radius at the
injection plane. The dashed-dotted line shows the CE for an arbitrary period
of a linearized wake. Number of injected electrons N0=104 and initial
gamma factor �e0=2 are fixed. Laser waist radius is r0=7.84.
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majority of beam electrons into the wake thus reducing CE
and deteriorating the final quality of the accelerated
bunch�es�. In this section we explore one opportunity to by-
pass this potential difficulty.

PS is the most adverse in the case of coaxial injection
�electron beam moving collinearly with the laser pulse�.
We show this in the numerical experiment with the electron
beam parameters typical of state-of-the-art injectors:4,11

�e0=4 �1.6 MeV�, �b=810 fs, �e	0.5�, rms radius at the
plasma border 72 �m �the transverse normalized emittance
�e0��	0.8� mm mrad, where �� is the geometric rms
emittance37�. Average beam velocity is directed along the
laser axis ��1=0�. The number of test electrons is 3�104.
The laser with the parameters from Sec. II focuses on the
edge �z=0� of a neutral helium slab; the gas slab extends to
zext=1.75 �7 cm� and has 0.5 mm linear density ramps
on either side. Tunnelling ionization produces a flat-top
plasma column with background electron density n0=1.68
�1017 cm−3 �then, �b	3�p, and �e=5.5�. The head of elec-
tron beam arrives in plasma behind the pulse with a delay
�delay	0.5�p	135 fs. Simulation starts in vacuum at the
point of contact zc=−0.25 �about 1 cm from the plasma
boundary� with the laser pulse situated immediately behind
the electron beam. The position of the point of contact is
found from �zc�	��e0 / �1−�e0���L /ZR� where L=c��L+�b

+�delay�.

Figure 6 shows that the relativistic self-focusing in
plasma is almost avoided �the peak intensity increases
against that in the focal plane by less than 7%�. The relativ-
istic nonlinearity, however, is slightly decompensated,8 and
the laser pulse does not diverge over almost one Rayleigh
length. This helps to increase final electron energy.

Figure 7 demonstrates poor trapping efficiency in the
case of coaxial injection. The electron beam is completely
ruined at the injection plane z=0: the majority of electrons is
side-scattered, and only 3.5% of injected particles are
trapped �in four consecutive periods�.

To reduce the effect of PS we propose to inject the beam
obliquely at an angle �1 �Fig. 8�. This can be naturally real-
ized in the laboratory. Only the edge of the electron beam is
then exposed to the laser ponderomotive force; the beam
body arrives in plasma almost unperturbed. On the other
hand, the transverse focusing force of the wide nonlinear
wakefield is strong enough to trap a significant amount of
obliquely injected electrons. Simulation results shown in
Figs. 9 and 10 testify that 45.2% of particles injected at an
angle �1=1.5° are trapped: 5%, 16.2%, 21.5%, and 2.5% of
electrons end up the second, third, fourth, and fifth wake

FIG. 6. The peak laser intensity normalized to Imax=6.4�1018 W/cm2 vs
propagation distance. Laser evolution is traced from the point of contact in
vacuum zc=−0.25. Solid line—propagation through the plasma slab of den-
sity n0�z	0�=1.68�1017 cm−3 �P=6Pcr�; dotted line—propagation in
vacuum.

FIG. 7. Ponderomotive scattering in the case of coaxial injection. Laser intensity �gray scale at �	0� and electron positions in the �−x plane �plane of laser
polarization� are shown in the window moving with a speed of light at �a� point of contact zc=−0.25, �b� injection point z=0, and �c� inside plasma,
z=0.25. Almost all the injected electrons are side-scattered; only 3.5% reach the region near the axis and become trapped.

FIG. 8. In-plane schematic of the electron injection �true spatial scales are
not preserved�. To avoid the ponderomotive scattering by the overtaking
laser pulse yet in vacuum, the slow electron beam �with small angular di-
vergence �e�1°� is injected at a small angle �1 �about 1°� with respect to
the axis. The body of the beam thus remains unperturbed. The beam arrives
in the plasma behind the laser pulse with a given time delay ��delay� which is
chosen so as to make the electrons trapped in the desired wake potential
bucket�s�.
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periods, respectively. The quasimonoenergetic acceleration
follows. The electron energy spectrum shown in Fig. 10�a�
exhibits the peak at �=2060 with 8% spread. 29% of in-
jected electrons gain energy above �=1950 �	1 GeV�.
The electrons are trapped in four periods, so the accelerated
bunches come out of the plasma with a periodicity
1 /�p	3.7 THz. Each of them has a duration less than 45 fs.
If the beam were initially shorter ��b=270 fs	�p�, electrons
could be accelerated as a single bunch.

The transverse coordinate and momentum space of elec-
trons with �	1950 is shown in Figs. 11�c� and 11�d�, re-
spectively. The radial wake focuses the bunches so tightly
that the initial asymmetry of injection has almost negligible
effect on the final beam spot in both coordinate and momen-
tum space. The mean radius of accelerated bunches is about
15 �m, and the angular spread is about 1.3 mrad. Emittance
of electrons from the energy peak is ���	17� mm mrad;
this value is preserved with the accuracy ±10% along the
entire acceleration length �except in the proximity of plasma
boundary�. The oblique injection produces a 20% emittance
dilution; a test simulation of the coaxial injection �same
as Fig. 7� with the ponderomotive force turned off in the
equations of motion of test particles gives ���

	14.5� mm mrad. The defocusing effect of plasma wakes
excited on the density ramps is negligible in this regime �we
find this by repeating the above simulations in the uniform
preformed plasmas�.

The sharp �almost 20-fold� increase in emittance during
the trapping stage �0�z�0.05ZR� can be explained mainly
due to the strong nonadiabaticity of electrons which are not
only focused but also longitudinally accelerated; they be-
come synchronous with the wave, i.e., gain more than 10
times the initial energy, within less than a half betatron pe-
riod. Additionally, almost 85% of electrons initially experi-
ence strongly nonlinear focusing force �they are injected
with radial offsets 	r0 / �2�3��. The emittance growth in the
case of wide and slow injected electron beams was discussed
earlier in Refs. 32 and 39. Our simulations reveal less emit-
tance growth of an obliquely injected narrow beam ��e�1�;
in this case, however, the spot asymmetry of the accelerated
bunch�es� becomes rather pronounced.

FIG. 9. Ponderomotive scattering in the case of oblique injection ��1=1.5°; other parameters are the same as in Fig. 7�. Quantities shown are the same as in
Fig. 7. The detrimental effect of PS is relaxed: about 45.2% of injected electrons are trapped in the four wake periods.

FIG. 10. Number of accelerated electrons per energy spectrometer bin �the
bin size ��=40� at zext=1.75. Electrons are collected from all four periods
where they were trapped �Fig. 9�. Total number of injected particles is
3�104.

FIG. 11. Transverse coordinate ��a�, �c�� and momentum ��b�, �d�� space of
the electron beam. At the plasma entrance z=0 �plots �a� and �b�� every tenth
particle is shown. At the extraction point, zext=1.75 �plots �c� and �d�� only
electrons with �	1950 are presented. Despite asymmetric injection, the
output beam reveals quite a good symmetry in both coordinate �with some
aberrations� and momentum space.
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In the realistic situation, total accelerated charge is lim-
ited by the 3D beam loading. Taking the final spot size of the
bunch and knowing that the peak normalized electric field of
the wake at the extraction plane is Emax�zext�	0.25 �in the
units me�pc / �e��, we get from Eq. �19� of Ref. 22 the upper
limit on the number of accelerated electrons per wake
bucket: Nacc�8.6�108 �which corresponds to the charge
Qacc�0.14 nC�. Injecting into several wake buckets can help
raise the charge to 1 nC with the beam loading still negli-
gible. Capability of the system to trap and quasimonoener-
getically accelerate a significant charge is favorable for its
application as an element of a multistage high-energy laser-
based linac.40 However, strong radial wakefield preserves the
bunch emittance almost an order of magnitude higher than
the less demanding schemes can tolerate �e.g., SLC-type
emittances are �5 mm mrad43�. Any measure taken for emit-
tance reduction �either tighter focusing of the incoming few-
MeV electron beam, perhaps, to a micron-size spot,44 or sub-
sequent cooling of GeV electrons45� is associated with severe
charge losses. But even under the hostile conditions of
tradeoff between the accelerated beam quality and net accel-
erated charge, the excellent collecting capability of the
weakly nonlinear wake helps save charge and preserve the
efficiency of the accelerating unit.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that a PW laser based LWFA can be
optimized to achieve 1 GeV electron energy with a few-
percent energy spread, moderate angular spread, and high
charge �	100 pC per shot�. The accelerating unit can consist
of two stages. For the first stage a state-of-the-art rf gun11

can be employed which supplies hundreds of pC electron
beams of sub-ps duration for injection into the 3D axisym-
metric weakly relativistic wake driven in a homogeneous
plasma �n0�1017 cm−3� by an ultrashort ��30 fs� weakly
focused �R0�100 �m� PW laser. The nonlinear laser wake-
field in the vicinity of focal spot can collect in a few tens of
percent of the injected charge from the slow ��1 MeV� un-
bunched electron beam with the radius exceeding the laser
spot size. High collection efficiency is due to the increased
overlap between focusing and accelerating phases produced
by the radially inhomogeneous relativistic frequency shift.
We have seen that the GeV electrons have some angular and,
hence, transverse momentum, spread. This implies observ-
able radiation emission due to the betatron oscillations of
trapped electrons. Therefore, plasma wake accelerating ex-
ternally injected electrons could be used as a source of syn-
chrotron radiation. Also, moving beyond the simplistic esti-
mates of the beam loading may become necessary for
practical applications. These are the directions of future
work.
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APPENDIX A: ELECTRON TRAPPING IN THE FULLY
NONLINEAR 1D ELECTRON PLASMA WAVE

Nonlinear modification of the wake potential profile near
axis can increase the trapping phase interval. This purely 1D
effect is independent of distance from the driver. The
normalized 1D wake potential behind the driver ����L�
is described by Refs. 24, 31, 33, 46, and 47 �2� /��2+ �1
−�−2� /2=0. The weakly nonlinear limit follows from it at
�=1+�, ����1. If the potential reaches maximum �max

=b at �=�m, then

� − �m = ± �
b

� �xdx
��b − x��x − b−1�

= � 2�bE��, � , �A1�

where �=arcsin��b−�� / �b−b−1�,  =�1−b−2, and E�� , �
is the elliptic integral of the second kind.48 The wave period
is �nl=4�bE�� /2 , �, where E�� /2 , � is the complete ellip-
tic integral. The ultrarelativistic limit of Eq. �A1� is obtained
at  �1 �or b�1�. Then, E	�2/��ln�tan�� /2+� /4��, and,
as a result,

� = b�1 − �1 − b−2�cos22 arctan exp���� − �m�
4�b

��� .

By analogy with this formula, we express the generic wake
potential as �=bf��−�m,b�, where b−2� f�1. The form-
factor f may be calculated from Eq. �A1� numerically.

Let us assume that an electron with the gamma factor �e0

is injected in the interval �m−�nl /2��0��m+�nl /2. The
electron stops in the wave frame at the turning point �=�r,
where �e��r�=�ph. In the limit �e0�ph��1, conservation of the
test electron Hamiltonian gives �compare with Eq. �6�� f��0

−�m�− f��r−�m�=b−1A. The electron is trapped in the 1D
wake potential if the turning point is within the same plasma
period, that is, f��r−�m��b−2. Given b, the corresponding
interval of the initial electron positions �trapping phase� can
be retrieved numerically from

f��0tr − �m� � b−2 + b−1A . �A2�

Let us compare the trapping phase interval following
from a fully nonlinear theory �Eq. �A2�� with that inferred
from a sinusoidal approximation �Eq. �8�� for the parameters
of potential structure mapped out in Fig. 1 ��ph=102,
b=1.56� and �e0=2. The length of the trapping phase inter-
val from exact nonlinear Eq. �A2� is �1D

nl 	5.3. The linear
approximation �8� gives the shorter range of the trapping
phases, �1D

lin 	4.35. Hence, even in the mildly relativistic
case �b�2� the 1D wake anharmonicity broadens the trap-
ping phase interval. However, in the realistic 3D geometry
the effect of radial �defocusing� forces reduces the length
of the trapping phase �from Sec. III C, �tr

nl	4.5 and
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�tr
lin	2.26�. In the regimes considered in this paper the trap-

ping phase is determined predominantly by the 3D relativis-
tic effects.

APPENDIX B: BRIEF SUMMARY OF EXISTING
SCHEMES OF ELECTRON INJECTION IN THE LWFA

There has been experimental progress49 in the all-optical
injection using colliding laser pulses.50 Ponderomotive force
of the large-amplitude driving pulse and the counterpropa-
gating small-amplitude one pushes some plasma electrons
strongly enough to make them trapped in the first period of
the plasma wake �immediately behind the driving pulse�. The
scheme appears stable in the lab experiment49 providing up
to 10 pC of accelerated charge �with few percent energy
spread� in every shot. Remarkable stability of the scheme is
due to the fact that the trapped charge is far below the beam
loading threshold, and the plasma wave is not broken under
the experimental conditions.49 However, the electrons can be
injected in one wave bucket only; and manipulating the rela-
tive power of colliding pulses was so far insufficient to raise
the accelerated charge above 10 pC.49

The other opportunity �the only one which has been so
far feasible in the LWFA experiments� is the electron self-
injection due to the radial plasma wave breaking.51 The order
of magnitude larger amount of trapped and accelerated
charge �hundreds of pC, which is limited from above by the
beam loading� could be virtually convenient for staged ac-
celeration. Quasimonoenergetic acceleration was also
achieved. However, the self-injection is also limited basically
to just one wake period �the first one� and, what is more
important, the amount of accelerated charge is poorly repro-
duced from shot to shot. And the accelerated bunch of self-
injected electrons usually shows too large transverse emit-
tance and poor pointing stability in the laboratory
experiment. Substantial improvement of the stability can be
achieved by introducing a multi-cm plasma channel �Ref.
52�. However, if shot-to-shot stable acceleration of hundred
pC charge without channeling is concerned �possibly in sev-
eral consecutive wave buckets�, more conventional rf injec-
tor technology12,13 is not to be overlooked.

Coupling slow electron beams of considerable charge
into small-scale structures and sub-ps synchronization time
scales are common for many fields including, for instance,
direct laser acceleration44 and x-ray generation via inverse
Compton scattering.14 The state-of-the-art technology allows
for the slow ��10 MeV� picosecond hundred-pC electron
beams focusing down and coupling into structures of few
tens of microns in radius.14 The radial wake size in the re-
gimes of our interest is an order of magnitude larger, hence
requirements on the focusing systems can be relaxed. This
makes an rf based electron injector11 viable for LWFA appli-
cations.
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